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ABSTRACT

Dillen, M.w.P., Fokkema, J.T. and WapeÍuar, C.P.A., 2002. RecuÍsive elimination of temporal
contrasts between timelapse acoustic wave fields. In: Fokkema, J.T. aod Wapenaar, C.P.A. (Eds.),
lnregrated 4D Seismics. Jounal oJ Seismic Explaration, Il: 4l-57.

A boundary intcgral representation of the difference of two time-lapse acoustic wave fields
is investigated. Recursive computation of the boundary integral eliminates Í!e action of rcmporal
contrast sources above the boundary at which the intcgral is evaluated. This method is a basis for
pre-stack temporal contrast imaging and inve$ion schemes, analogous to implementations of the
HelÍnholtz integral in inverse scattering dteory,

KEY WORDS: time-lapse acoustics, boundary integral method, diffeÍence reflection, DirichleGto-
Neumann operator, reciprocity, pre-stack, directioÍBl wavefield, decomposition.

INTRODUCTION

In time-lapse seismology one aims to infer changes in the subsurface
stress, pore fluid pressure and pore fluid sanrration, either caused by natural
phenomena or by human intervention. Non-repeatability of the timeJapse
experiments induces additional changes not related to these in-situ physical
processes. Because non-repeatability originates from time-lapse changes in the
source and receiver domains, the associated time-shift, in a difference gather,
is added to the time-shift induced by the physical process one is interested in.
Besides non-repeatability, any change in the medium through which the wave
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42 DI]LEN, FOKKEMA & WAPENÁAR

field travels, above the region of interest, adds to the total time-shift and
amplitude change measured at the receivers. The result is often a difference
gather in which difference reflections are visible throughout the entire recording
time. Statistical processes, denoted by the generic term cross-equalization (e.g.
Rickett and Lumley, 2001), have been used ro remove the unwanted time-shifts
and amplin-rde changes in post-stack seismic data. In this paper, we propose a
pre-stack method based on the wave equation to remove unwanted time-shifts
and amplitude changes in a recursive way. The method employs a boundary
integral, evaluated at a certain depth, in terms of the two time{apse wave fields
back-propagated to this depth. The resulting interaction of the back-propagated
timelapse wave fields eliminates the effect of temporal contrasts associated to
changes in the medium above the interaction depth, provided these changes can
be modelled by the wave equation. Hence, it restores the time-shift as well as
the amplitude of a desired difference reflection. In this paper, this effect is
shown numerically with several finite difference examDles. The vanishine of
difference reflecdons in the boundary integral gather, ajsociated with tempïral
contrasts above the interaction depth, is also shown analydcally. To this end, a
wave field decomposition is applied to both time-lapse wave fields in terms of
Dirichlet-to-Neumann (D+-N) operators. Substinrtion of the wave field
decompositions into the boundary integral yields a symplectic matrix operator.
A symplectic eigenvalue decomposition of this matrix operator givea a new
wave field decomposition in terms of symplectic eigenvalue D-t-N operators. On
this new basis, these D-t-N operators, and hence the wave field deiomposition
operators, are identical for both timeJapse wave fields, which explàins the
vanishing of difference reflections. The described boundary integral method
resernbles the application of the Kirchhoff (timedomain) or rhe Hetmholtz
(frequency-domain) integral representation of a scattered wave field originating
from spatial contrasts below the integration depth. In our application thË
boundary integral represents a difference wave field which can be shown to
originate from temporal contrast sources below the integration depó (Dillen et
al., 2000).

BOUNDARY INTEGRAL

We consider two sets of timeJapse acoustic wave fields, denoted by
reÍerence wave fields and monitor wave fields, associated with seismió
experiments. We assume that the duration of the reference and monitor seismic
experiments is much smaller than the time-lapse interval befween the fwo
experiments, such that during either seismic experiment tlte medium parameters
may be approximated by constant functions of time. Reference and monitor
wave field. quantities, pressure p and particle velociry vk, density p and
compressibility x, and sources q and fr, are denoted by the superscripÀ .ir) and
.'''. respecdvely. Consider the Fourier domain (signified by ̂ ) icoustic reference
and monitor wave field equations,
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@;){tr<2r(x;x',o) + io,p(1).(2\xxÍ1).or(x;x',o) = ?{t)'('?\o)ó(x-x'),

0*0{1r(2)(x;x',ro) + io/((rrc)(x)P(1)'(2)(x;x',o)= ítx'?\ci)ó(x-x') Q)

with x : (xr,x) € R3, in which xt : (x,,xr) denotes the transverse coordinate,
and x3 denotes the longitudinal coordinate, oriented in the main wave field
direction. The source positions of the Íespective wave fields are indicated in the
argument list. The Fourier transform patameter ar is the radial frequency, and
i is the imaginary unit. The space R3 is divided by the planar surface, aN =

{(x1,x) | x1 € *, x, = xj'}, into an upPer half-space f$ and a lower half-space
Nr (Fig. 1). We consider inside N{u the reference and monitor source distributions
at x' = xR and x' : f, respectively. We define, omiuing the odependency,
the following interaction integral,

i*"(x'.];**."t)oJ Í 10jr)1xr,xlr:f)pa)(xr,xlr:rë)
" x,€ f,,- '

_ prrlxr,x!';xR)052r1xr,xlr;xs)ldxr , (3)

(Fokkema et al., 1999; Dillen et al., 2000; Dillen, 2000). The integration is
with respect to the transverse coordinate xr, at xir. The boundary integral
follows from the application of the acoustic reciprocity theorem of the
time-convolution type @okkema and van den Berg, i993). The reciprocity
theorem equates the boundary integral to two volume integrals over |iu, one in
terms of the temporal contrasts between the medium parameters, and the other
in terms of the reference and monitor sources. In case the reference and monitor
media are identical in l{u the latter volume integral remains. Considering point
sources the boundary integral is then represented by a difference wave field
(Fokkema et al., 1999). In Wapenaar et al. (2000), applications of a similar
boundary integral in terms of one-way wave fields are presented. In the
following section, the boundary integral of Eq. (3) is evaluated numerically.
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Fig. l. Time-lapse configuration with source positions in upper half-space l*.
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NUMERICAL EXAMPLE 1
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We consider the rwo-dimensional model shown in Fig. 2(a), with
coordinate vector x = (x,,xr), in which x, denotes the lateral position in terms
of source and receiver offset from the origin, and x, denotes depth (no x,
dependency). The wave fields are calculated and displayed in the time domain.
The reference and monitor velocities and densities are given in Table l. The
reference and monitor sources are placed at the top of the model at 0 m depth.
The monitor source offset is taken at 0 m, whereas the referense sources are
taken at various offsets, such that I""""(xtl;xR,xs) produces a single gather with
traces corresponding to the different reference source coordinates. The receivers
for both experiments are placed at 0 m depth, ar offsets covering the entire
model. Fig. 2(b) shows a difference gather obtained by subtracting a single
reference shot-gather from a single monitor shot-gather, with both shots placid

E
'-o.7

-500 0 500
oífset Jml

10@ 1500

-€00 -400 0 200
offset Íml

-500 0 500
offset [rh]

Fig. 2. (a) Model containing a diamond-shaped object, embedded in a background medium, and a
lower layer. Temporal contÍast in diamond-shaped object and lower layer. (b) Difference wave field
evaluated at xr : 0 m depth for a range of offsers covering the model. (c) Imeraction integral of Eq.
(3) at xj' : 650 m. (d) Difference wave field at x, = 0;. no remporal conrrasrs for xr < 650 m.

Reference model Difference data al0 m depth

Difference data at 0 m deplh
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at the origin. We proceed by computing the interaction integral of Eq. (3) at xir
: 650 m, i.e., between the diamond-shaped object and the lower layer, for
(xï,x!) = (0,0) m, and x| ranging over various offsets, and xï : 0 m. The
result is shown in Fig. 2(c), for a selected range ofx| values. Next, the monitor
model is changed such that it equals the reference rnodel for x, ( 650 m,
according to Table 2, thereby eliminating tle temporal contrast in the
diamond-shaped object and retaining the temporal contÍast in the lower layer.
The resulting difference gather, using the same source/receiver parameters with
which Fig. 2@) is obtained, is shown in Fig. 2(d). The difference reflections
associated with the temporal contrast in the diamond-shaped object, visible in
Fig. 2(b) have disappeared in Fig. 2(d). Note the similarity of Fig. 2(d) with
Fig. 2(c), thereby indicating that the interaction integral can be identified with
a difference wave field which shows no temporal contrast above the interaction
depth. In the following two sections this apparent vanishing of difference
reflections in the boundary integral gather is investigated analytically.

Table l. Reference and monitor velocities and densities, c(r), prr), ce) and po.

ca) [Írvs]

1800

2500

270o

p(t) [kg/m]l

1500

co 1rn/s} p0 [kg/m3]

1800 1500backgrcund

diamond-shaped object

lower layer

270o

2900

2000

2300

2200

2400

Table 2. Updated reference and monitor velocitics and densities, co),plD, ce) and p{2), no tempolal
contrasts for xr < 650 m.

c(r) [Í s]

1800

2500

2:7N

po)[kg/m3]

1500

ce)[m/s] pe) [kg/m3]

1800 1500background

diamond-shaped object

lower layer

2500

2900

2M

2300

2000

24W

WAVE FIELD DECOMPOSITION

lnW the backgroznd medium parameters {pb,rb}, are defined with respect
to the actual medium parameters {p,r}, through the perorbation {óp,óx},
accordins to
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{p,x} = {pb,xb} , in }t" , (4)

{p,r}  :  {pb,rb} + {óp,ór}  ,  in N, (5)

(see Fig. 1). Inside N: {(x1,x) lx,' € )F, max(x},x!) < x:< xjr} the actual
wave field {p,tr}, also denoted as the total wave field, is decomposed into a
dovn-going wave field {Bd,f!}, and an up-going wave field {p",0i}, as

p:Ê"+p",

n3=ng+q,

(6)

(7)

with

t !=ÍoÊ.,  (8)

ri : -ftP" (e)

(Dillen, 2000). The operarors +tb are Dírichla+o-Newtann (D-t-N) operators
which map a pressure function to the longitudinal component of a particle
velocity function. The wave field decomposition of Eqs. (6) and (7) fo ows
from a panicular normalization of the incident and scattered wave fields
associated with the pernrrbation of Eqs. (4) and (5). The wave field directions
'down' and'up' are determined globally with respect to N, i.e., locally, inside
N, the directionality is undetermined. ln Haines and de Hoop (1996) a similar
decomposition is implemented, in terms of curvilinear coordinates, for the case
of internal wave Íields inside the scattering domain. For the singk-layer
potewial operator 9, given by

,ióf1xr,xr; = z f,*.", co.o{xr,xr;xi,x)f(xi,x)dxi , (10)

with f € L2@2), and óq'b being the monopole Green's function with respect to
the background medium, one can show that

Ío:  13y- '  (11)

. The integral symbol in Eq. (10) signifies a Cauchy principal value
integral, in which the integration is over Íhe pertaining Uóunaary, with the
symmetric exclusion of the singular point (Colton and Kress, 19g3). Causaliw
of the.down- and up-going wave field components po and Ê", yielding radiarion
conditions ar inÍiniry, gives symmetry for the D-t-N operator with .ósp""t to 

"bilinear form of scalar-valued functions f € L2(R2) (Diilen, 2000), expressed as

?b = 1iu;' (12)
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Analogous to the previous equations one can obtail a D-t-N oPerator for
the total wave field as

0::  ÍÊ ,

with

Í :  S-t  and í ,  = f ,  ,

and with the single layer potential given by

Ss(x,.x') = 2 $ . Óq(xr,x,;xi.xr)g(x{,x)dxi
"  x i€R'

with g € L2@1. observe that the Green's function êq in this 
^last 

equation is
given with respect to the acnral medium in contradistinction to GqD in Eq' (10),
which is given with respect to the background medium [see Eqs. (4) and (5)].
Associated with the wave field decomposition of Eqs. (6) to (9) we can derive
rhe following reflection operator,

(13)

(14)

Ê": nÊ' ,

rQ=(yo+l)- ' ( ib- f )

(1s)

(17)

(16)

The reflection operator is a mezrsure for the contrast in the D-t-N
operators of Eqs. (11) and (14). In the following section we derive a timeJapse
difference reflection operator for the case of equal background media.

EQUAL BACKGROUND MEDIA

The boundary integral (3) is rewritten to matrix-vector form, according
to

/É(,)  \ .  /po, \
i*1x!;x*,xs; = j .l li*.,,*l';**r r I l(xr,xir;xsiax, 1t8;

"x 'er l [  .r iJ'),/ \ rÍ"/

The superscript I denotes the transpose operation. The matrix J in this last
equatron,

(o - / \
J=l  l ,  ( re)

t ,  ^ l\ ,vt\ /
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ís the standard ahemating matrix, and O and I arc the scalar null and identity
operators, respectivêly. Substituting Eqs. (6) to (9), taken with respect ro the
reference and monitor stares, into Eq. (18) yields

/  Êd,o)\I  /  ód,(r) \
^  -  -  .  |  |  l '  I
I 'o""1x!r :xR'xs) = Joen, l  l rxr ,x j r :xR)Íol  |  (xr ,x i r :xs)dxr (20)

\  pu" ' /  \  É", , , /

with the interaction matrix tb given by

. ( -io.,r, + i,o.u, 1,0.,t, * 1,0.,,' \
Y"= |  |  e l )

\_Íu.r : ,  
_ Í ' r . , r ,  ga: l ,  _ izt .u J

In this last equation we used, according ro Eq. (12.t, the symmetry of the
perraining D-t-N operators. Observe that Yb is a symplectic operator. i.e.,

Cr) 'J+J!È:o ez)
with O being the (2 x 2)-matrix null operator. Suppose that there are no
temporal contrasts in the medium parameters p and x above the interaction depth
xjr,. i.e., inside the upper half-space Nl" (Fig. 1). Hence, according to Eqs. (4)
and (5) we consider equal background media. Then, the interacrion matrix
becomes skew-symmetric, expressed as

(  o 2i ' \
Yol{0,,, , .o,, ,}  =,u,,.*-, :  |  ^ |  ,  e3)

\_2y" o J
with

?b=Í 'b.ar: Íu.rzr Q4)

Taking identical background media in Eq. (20), using Eq. (23), yields

iconv(xir:xR.x\ |
" . ' {p", ' .^" . )={el t r ) .* 'o l }

= 2 J _,.*, [pdír)1xr,xir;xR)Íb p"(2)1xr,x!;xs)

- B".(r)(xr,x!r;xR)ib pdÍ2)1xr,xlr;xs)dx, (ZS)

Comparing Eq. (20) with Eq. (25), the latrer equation only involves
paired interactions of wave fields traveling in opposite directions. Using Eqs.
(16) and (17) we obtain the reference and monior reflection oDeralons
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Êu'o) = iQo)pd'o) ,

Êu.(r): n(r)Êd.a) ,

with

a(D:( Íb+i ,o)- ' ( fb_?0),  (2S)

Êo = (fo + Í(r)-'(Íb _ ?(r) e9\

Substituting Eqs. (26) and (27) into Eq. (25), and using the symmetry of Íb,
yields

i"""'1x!;xR,f) 1,r,,,),(b.0)l r (ph.",.íÀel

c . ._.
= 2 J-,.*, lpd tr(xr,xir:xR)ióts2hd (2(xr'xlrix)

_ i,bji(1)pd.(1)(xr,xt;xR)Êdír\xr,xl;f)ldxr (30)

Assuming equality of the reference and monitor medium parameters
throughout F, one can show, by applying causality radiation conditions at
infinity, that we have

i"*"(x!;f ,xt) | rr.,r,)) = {ec,,*{,)
t  . . , .= 2 J,,.* Jpa'ttrixr,x!r;xR)làRPd e)1xr.xllxs)

- ÍbRpd{D(xr,x!;xRypd.t2rixr,x!;xs)l&r = 0,

in which

jQ=iQo)=R(,)

Hence, we obtain the symmetry

Í 'uft: t iob, .

Because the reference and monitor down-going wave fields are governed
by the same background media we can use the monopole Green's functions,
introduced in Eq. (10), as

Êd.o) = qo)êq,b j

Êd,a) = qa)Gq,b

49

Q6)

Q7)

(31)

(32)

(33)

(34)

(35)
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Because the symmetry (33) must hold for any medium, Eq. (30) can be
written, using Eqs. (34) and (35), and again using syrnmetry (12), as

iconvi  
- r t . -R -s\  

|
' r  { r t  

|  . r ' r ' l  = {ebn.r-41

= ZA\1) Et2r J,.. *, o*ó0,1*r, *jr ;xR; íóócr1xr,xlr ;xsidxr, (36)

in which the difference reflection operator is given by

d1,,,,,,_,,,

Hence, by assuming equal background media, i.e., no temporal contrast
between the reference and monitor media for x, ( xjr, we can identify with the
boundary integral Ï"'"" a difference reflection op.r.ó. The propagation pan is
governed by two background Green's function, with sources in xR and xs,
respectively. This difference reflection operator models difference reflections
from temporal contrasts located at xr ) xjr.

One can show, using the reciprocify theorem, for the time-lapse wave
fields of Eqs. (1) and (2), assuming equal background media, anà wirh a
non-vanishing Q source and a vanishing f* source, that the boundary integral is
equivalent to a difference wave field (Fokkema et al., 1999),

i'"""(x',':xR-xs t J
'  '1"  ' . f  ' )={ , ' r ' /4}

: q(r)p(2)(xR;xs) - q(2)Ê0)(xR;xs) (3g)

In the derivation of this last equation source-receiver reciprocity is used
for the reference wave field such that this wave field has the same
source-receiver configuration as the monitor wave field. A numerical example
of the boundary integral of Eq. (36), compured using the difference wave field
of Eq. (38), is shown in Fig. 2(d). The associated difference reflections are
described by AJR of Eq. (37).

UNEQUAL BACKGROUND MEDIA

. We arrived at a representation of the boundary integral in terms of a
difference reflection and a difference wave field by assuming point-like equaliry
of pb and xb for xr. < xjr. This assumption leads to skeílsyrnm"try àf th.
rnteracfion matrix Y", as is shown in Eq. (23). However, a sufficient condition
for skew-symmetry of I'b is the equality of the reference and monitor
background D-t-N operators Íb (r) and ib.o).'This condition is not necessarilv a
point-like equality of the two background media but is governed by an inregral



as given in Eq. (10). Hence, it involves some averaging of the reference and
monitor parameters pb and rb with respect to the transverse direction. Exploiting
this weak properry, and the fact that the.interaclion operalor Yo is symplectic,
according io Éq. (22), we can transform Íb of Eq. (21) to skew-symmetric forrn
by employing a symplectic eigenvalue decomposition according to
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Y'Q: QV' ,

(Abraham er al., 1978; Dillen,
Y'r is given by

/  ^, \I  O 2v"\
i " '= |  |

\ - r r '  o )
with the symplectic eigenvalue operator

Íd :  ( Íb.(2) i 'b,0) 'á (41)

The square root of the operator in this last equation is taken as

idÍ _ Ítb.(2) ib,(1)

The rnatrix of symplectic eigenvectors is given by

Ê:Ê'+Ê"

v3=vj  +v;  ,

(3e)

2000). The skew-symmetric interaction matrix

(40)

(42)

/ r + l loiu;n1i ' 'oc5-n 1- (Í /bír)á(ib( '?)- 'Á l
e='hl  |  ,  (43)

\ l- 1io.t'5,1i'0.<t1-' I + (7/brt\h(ib'(2\-'h )

in which the square roots are taken according to Eq. (42). On the new
symplectic basis we obtain the following wave field constituents

/p"" \  . /P"" \  /o ' ' " ,  . /P" ' \
I  l=al  land I  l=a- ' l  |  (44)

\É, , , , ' ,  \É, ." /  \É"" , /  \Ê" ' ' /

Using the latter transformation and Eqs. (6) to (9), applied to either the
reference or the monitor state. one can show that both the reference and moriitor
wave fields can be decomposed according to

(45)

(46)

with



0rd'  :  fopo'  ,

n i '  :  - i t tp ' '

Implementing the decomposition of Eq. (39) into Eq. (20) yields

i""""(x!;xR,xsy

^f= 2 J 
",.* 

[Ê0 ") (xr'xl':x* )Í'r p' '?) íxr.xlr:xs1

- Ê".o)'(xr,x!;xR)i"r Êd,(2)'(xr,x!;xs)ldxr,

in which the primed wave field constituents are given with respect to the new
symplectic basis according to Eq. (44). Observe thar this last equation has the
same form as Eq. (25), i.e., we retained paired interactions of wave fields
rravelling in opposite directions. For the special case of equal background media
Y'r of Eq. (40) becomes Íb of Eq. (23i. Also, for thii case e of Eq. (a3)
becomes the (2 x 2) identiry operator and hence the primed wave field
constituents of Eq. (44) equal the unprimed ones. Consequently, the
representation of Eq. (49) becomes Eq. (25).

Analogously to Eqs. (26) and (27) we obtain the followins reflection
operations

pu.(r) - Rrr.o)pd.o). ,

Êu,r2r '  -  Ê r l , ( l ) id.{2)

DII.I-EN, FOKKEMA & WAPENAAR

(4e)

(:47)

(48)

(50)

(51)

with

These latter reflection operators have the same form as the ones in Eqs.
(28) and (29). We define the following Green's funcrions

Árr,o) = (Í ,r  * p.rr5-r1f,rr _ i0) ,

RÍ.(2) :  ( Í '  + ie)- '( i tr  -  t t  )

Êdrr) '= q(r)ÓqJ(r)  ,

ód.(2r '  _ 

^(2rí lq.r l , í2)

(s2)

(s3)

(54)

(55)

Observe that in these last two equations the Green's functions are unequal.
whereas the Green's functions in Eqs. (34) and (35) are equal. performing the
same analysis which follows Eq. (25), for the case of equal background media.
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one obtains for the general case of possibly unequal background media

i"-"1x!;x",xt)

= Zq.l Ee) Í*,.* Atr,, ó0.u.,r,(xr,xi';x^)Í" ê0,,'.{z)1xr,xlr ;xs)dx1,

in which the difference reflection is given by

AÀ rr  -  Rt l .c)  _.Ru.t t l (57)

Hence, analogously to Eq. (36), also for the general case of unequal
background media, i.e., possible temporal contrasts between the reference and
monitor media for xj ( xjr, we can identif, with the boundary integral I'""" a
difference reflection operator. The propagation part is governed by two unequal
Green's functions, with sources in xR and xs, respectively. The inequality of the
background media does not produce associated difference reflections in a
Iconv-gather, because these, according to Eq. (17), are generated by a temporal
contrast;n the D{-N operator only. The above analysis shows that the reference
and monitor states share, on the new symplectic basis, the same D{-N operator
Ín' for x, < xjr. Therefore, as was shown in Fig. 2(c), the application of the
boundary integral eliminates difference reflections for x, ( xjr.

In Dillen et al. (2000) it is shown that, for the general case of unequal
background media, the boundary integral of Eq. (3) represents a difference wave
field, originating from temporal contrast sources below the boundary, at which
this integral is evaluated. This difference wave field is however different from
Eq. (38) but has the same appearance, as was shown by Figs. 2(c) and 2(d). We
can regard rhe equality of the boundary integral with a difference wave field in
the same way as the Helmholtz integral, or the Kirchhoff integral in case of the
time-domain, can Íepresent a scattered wave field from spatial contrast sources
below the evaluation depth. Recursive computalion of the boundary integral
eliminates difference reflections above the interaction depth, giving a basis for
pre-stack temporal contrast imaging and inversion schemes, analogous to
implementations of the Helmholtz integral in inverse scattering theory.

NUMERICAL EXAMPLE 2

To illustrate the recursive temporal contrast elimination scheme consider
the model of Fig. 3(a) which consists of 6 layers. Using this configuration
reference and monitor wave speeds, c(r) and c(2), and densities, p{r)and pc). are
assigned according to Table 3. Wave fields were generated using finite
differences. TimeJapse changes are modeled in layer 1, in which the source and
receivers are placed, such that non-repeatability of the time-lapse experiments

(s6)
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is simulated, and in layer 3 and 5. in Fig. 3@) the difference wave field is
shown, obtained by placing the source and receiver array at 0 m deprh. In rhis
figure a difference direct wave. associated with the timelapse changes in layer
1, and several difference reflections, associated with the timelapse chanses in
la1,er 1,3 and 5, are observable. Calculating (3) at x;r : 96rn
depth, i.e., halfway layer 1, we obrain Fig. 4(a). It appears that the difference
direct wave associated with timeJapse contrasts for x, ( 80 m has disappeared,
as compared to Fig. 3(b). Hence. differences in the medium parameters in the
source and receiver domains are cancelled in ft1s lcoiv-g2Í1gr sf Fig. 4(a). In this
way, non-repeatability of a dmelapse measurementt associated with timeJapse
differences in the medium parameÉrs in the neighbourhood of source and
receiver. js eliminared, For x, ( 80 m we obtain a paramererizarion in terms
of Í' of Eq. (41). Therefore, a difference reflection is introduced at the
interaction depth xir = 80 m, as compared ro Fig. 3(b) in which this difference
reflection does not appear. The time shifts of the difference reflections in Fig.
3(b) depend on the rime-lapse conrras$ for x, ( 80 m. In Fig. 4(a) the
time-shifts of the difference reflections induced by the time-lapse contrasts for
x3 < 80 m have disappeared. Also the amplitudes of the difference reflections
in Fig. 4(a) are correcred, as compared to Fig. 3(b), such that their
dependencies on the temporal contrasrs for x, ( 80 m are cancelled. Hence, fie
corrective acrion of rhe interaction integral is both kinematically as well as
dynamically valid. In Figs. 4(b) ro 4(d) rhe inreraction inteeral I.""" is calculated
at xjr : 164, 256 and 404 m depths. i.e., jusr below layei 1.1ust above layer
3, and just below layer 3, respecdvely [see Fig. 3(a)].

-1500 -1000 -500 0
offsel [m]

-500 0
offset [Ín]

Fig. 3. (a) L,ayered model wirh time-lapse differences in firsr, rhird and fiftl layer. (b) Difference
wave field at the surface.

Reference model
DiffereDce dl|a ar 0 m
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Table 3. Reference and monitor velocities and densities, c('), p(r) and co) and pc

layer

I

2

3

4

5

6

c(') [m/s]

1800

2100

2200

2500

3000

210o

p(r) [kg/m3]

1500

1?00

1800

2000

2400

2300

ce) [Í/s]

2000

2100

2400

2500

3200

2't00

pP) [kg/m3]

1600

1700

1900

2000

2500

2300

Boundary integral at 80 m

ofÍsel iml

BouDdaÍy in leeÍalat  I64 m

Boundrry inlegralal 256 m

-15@ -10@ -50O 0 500

offsel [m]

Fig. 4. (a) l eÍaction integÉl ofEq. (3) at xlr = 80 m, (b) at xl' = 164 m, (c) at xi' = 256 m, and
(d) at x| = 4M m.

-1500 -rOOO -500 0 5oo
ofÍs€r [m]

Boundary integral al 404 m
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One observes that in Fig. 4@) the time-shifts and amplitudes of rhe
difference reflections are such that these appear to be independent of the
temporal contrasts in layer 1, and depend only on the temporal contrasts in layer
3 and 5. Fig. 4(c) is the same as Fig. 4@), showing that lconv is an invariant in
a domain (in this case layer 2) in which no timelapse changes have occurred.
In Fig. 4(d) the difference reflections are associated with the timeJapse contrast
in Iayer 5 only, and are independent of the timeJapse contrasts in layer 1 and
layer 3. Observe that, in Fig. 4(d), the first difference reflection, associated
with the top of layer 5, is a pure amplitude difference, involving no time-shift,
in contradistinction to the same difference reflection in Figs. 3(b) and 4(a) to
4(c). This difference reflection of the rop of layer 5 in Fig. 3@) contains rhe
sum of the time-shifts induced by the temporal contrasts in layer 1 and 3,
whereas the same difference reflection in Fig. 4(c) contains rhe time-shift
induced by the temporal contrast in layer 3.

DISCUSSION

Computing the interaction integral recursively, according to Eq. (3), as
was shown in the previous examples, one can device an inversion scheme based
on the minimization of phase shifts and difference amplitudes. To do so, the
reference and monitor wave fields in the integrand of the boundary integral are
computed at the integration level as follows. First, the total reference and
monitor wave fields, at the level of measurement. are decomposed into down-
and up-going wave field constituents, by ideffirying the source wave fields, and
subsequently subtracting these from the total wave field measurements. The
down- and up-going wave fields are governed by the background medium
parameters. Using these parameters the down- and up-going wave fields are,
respectively, forward and backward propagated, to the integration level, and
subsequently summed to obtain the total wave fields. This process is iterated to
obtain the background medium parameters which minimise the difference
reflections. Sufficient constraints have to be imposed to handle the
non-uniqueness problem. This inversion would yield the timeJapse changes of
the medium paÍameters above the integration level. A similar procedure is
applied in Wapenaar êt al. (2000) for a boundary integral in terms of one-way
wave fields. Having obtained these medium parameters one can compute the
kernel of the difference reflection from the boundary integral using Eq. í56).
From the difference reflection kernel timelapse pernrrbations in the
compressibility and the density can be inferred for the medium below the level
at which the boundary integral is evaluated. Using a suitable parameterization
one could linearize this inversion, e.g., for srnall temporal contrasts, and carry
out an AVO-type analysis.
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In practice, the reference and monitor wave fields in the integrand of the
boundary integral are determined using computational background media, based
on partial and insufFtcient knowledge of the actual media. However, the
interaction of two actual wave fields is considered. This in contradistinction to
spatial scattering formalisms, in which an actual measurement wave field
interacts with a smooth computational wave field. For this reason one may
expect that with time-lapse seismic measurements a higher resolution can be
attained than with single seismic measurements.
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